SEWING TOOLS: BIG AND SMALL WORDSEARCH

Directions: Circle the following sewing tools and aids in the letter grid. The words may appear down, across, or diagonally. Then decide which of the groups each sewing tool belongs to and label it with the appropriate letter.

1. ___ tape measure
2. ___ straight pins
3. ___ water soluble pen
4. ___ scissors
5. ___ seam ripper
6. ___ seam gauge
7. ___ iron
8. ___ shears
9. ___ pin cushion
10. ___ presscloth
11. ___ needle
12. ___ tailor’s chalk
13. ___ seam roll
14. ___ rotary cutter
15. ___ serger
16. ___ pressing ham
17. ___ sewing machine
18. ___ point turner
19. ___ tape measure
20. ___ thread

A. MEASURING TOOLS
B. CUTTING TOOLS
C. MARKING TOOLS
D. PRESSING TOOLS
E. STITCHING TOOLS
F. PINNING TOOLS

(There are two extra words hidden in the grid—can you find them?)